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Abstract: Successful long-term programs for urban residential food waste sorting are very rare,
despite the established urgent need for them in cities for waste reduction, pollution reduction
and circular resource economy reasons. This study meets recent calls to bridge policy makers
and academics, and calls for more thorough analysis of operational work in terms of behavioral
determinants, to move the fields on. It takes a key operational element of a recently reported
successful food waste sorting program—manning of the new bins by volunteers—and considers the
behavioral determinants involved in order to design a more scalable and cheaper alternative—the
use of brightly colored covers with flower designs on three sides of the bin. The two interventions
were tested in a medium-scale, real-life experimental set-up that showed that they had statistically
similar results: high effective capture rates of 32%–34%, with low contamination rates. The success,
low cost and simple implementation of the latter suggests it should be considered for large-scale
use. Candidate behavioral determinants are prompts, emotion and knowledge for the yellow bin
intervention, and for the volunteer intervention they are additionally social influence, modeling, role
clarification, and moderators of messenger type and interpersonal or tailored messaging.
Keywords: food waste; behavior change; recycling; urban; determinants; bin covers

1. Introduction
Waste is a problem worldwide, and is especially acute in urban areas where land is less available
for large scale waste processing in landfills or incinerators. Ironically, some components such as
organic waste could be used to combat other problems: for example if used to replace some fossil fuels
with biogas, or to produce soil conditioners that may reduce the need for artificial fertilizers and can
also increase carbon content held in soils. Organic waste is the component of waste most urgently
needing an alternative route: it produces methane in landfills and requires added fuels in incinerators
as it contains so much water. Commercial food waste, and “green” waste from gardens can be easily
be collected, but food and kitchen waste from households has been challenging, especially in dense
urban areas. Cities around the world are trying many approaches, but the success stories are still slow
to come.
Successful citywide recycling of residential waste must start with successful segregation at
source—the residents need to segregate or sort their waste [1]. This practice is now well established
in many countries for more valuable recyclable material streams such as plastic bottles, paper, metal
cans, clean paper and cardboard, although segregation in high-density urban areas with high-rise
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apartments is generally significantly less successful. Food waste has proved much more challenging;
some success is reported, mostly for special small-scale programs (see for example [2,3]) mostly in
non-academic literature, and usually for less dense urban areas. Effective approaches for cities and
multiple-occupancy housing are still in early development and rare.
Source segregation requires the involvement of residents, and scores of studies have explored
different ways to encourage this. Many studies focus on the effect of different types of interventions
on recycling behavior, such as door-stepping campaigns [4,5], financial and in-kind incentives [6],
feedback [7] or awareness raising education [8]. Recycling programs can be variously driven
by government bodies, businesses, communities, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) or
combinations of such stakeholders. The underlying motive can be for reduction of public costs
(e.g., public health needs met with sanitary landfills), for reduction of resource use (e.g., in requiring
fuel to run incinerators with low calorific waste), for circular economies (e.g., biogas and fertilizers from
organic waste), or for pro-environmental reasons (reducing production of greenhouse gases). However,
despite these various approaches to recycling and source segregation in general, no frameworks for
guidance have emerged from academia that are made use of in practice, for planning purposes. For
example, academic areas focusing on behavior change have produced tens of theories and constructs,
but they are reported to not be predictive or useful for planning details of large-scale, real life programs,
e.g., for recycling [9–11].
In this context of a clearly defined pragmatic need and an unclearly defined academic approach,
this study has been designed to answer two explicit calls for progress that are in the literature. The
first call is for future intervention studies, regardless of their fundamental approach, should more
carefully identify behavioral determinants (i.e., psychology based) either singly or in combinations
(such as they might in practice) (see, for example [11–13]). The reason is that reporting practices
currently focus often on operational parameters such as “door-stepping” without careful consideration
of the range of behavioral determinants involved in a significant way [5] thus holding back greater
bridging between theory and practice, and thus improvements in large scale implementation. The
second call is for intermediary-scale research in tandem with policy makers and business to do the
bridging work needed to translate the insights from behavior science in small studies, into scaled
interventions that are effective [14,15]. We take these two calls into account by first considering the
most significant operational element of a (rare) known, large scale, highly successful intervention
type recently reported [16]: that of volunteers taking shifts beside recycling bins for four hours a
day for 2–3 months. As interviews had revealed that prompting, positive emotion and interpersonal
interactions were the main determinants of the volunteer shifts which were perceived to be effective in
changing behavior, we designed an intervention which was a more practical operational alternative
and less complex with respect to determinant analysis: we covered the recycling bins on three sides
with bright yellow sunflower covers. We then tested the new intervention against the original one,
and a control group, using the tangible weighing of sorted (recycled) materials as a measure of
behavior. This was complimented by an exploratory study via interviews to indicate if the same
behavioral determinants were perceived to be triggered. The primary aim was thus to design and
test a new type of intervention which was operationally less expensive but still effective—a goal in
waste management—by considering behavioral determinants. The secondary aim was to produce
data which explored variations in behavioral change determinants that could potentially feed into
psychology based research, as specifically called for by Steg and Vlek [12] and Abrahamse et al. [9]. In
this way contributions to both practical large-scale programs and academic studies might be made.
Our context is the pilot trials for food waste source segregation (“recycling”) in Shanghai
Municipality which started in 2010. Their emphasis was information provision, and a study of
the 5000 communities (circa five million households) found the result that the “recycled” waste
was indistinguishable from the “residual waste” via compositional analysis. This was in contrast
to outstanding success—a 95% purity rate—in similar communities using a different approach led
by a non-governmental organization (NGO) and described by them as “more personal” [17]. An
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in-depth study of one of those successful communities (N = 1600 households) indicated that the use of
volunteers to stand beside newly installed communal food waste recycling bins during peak hours for
three months to encourage residents and answer questions was a key element [16], contributing to role
clarification, seriousness of message, interpersonal influences, and habit formation. The result was an
outstanding 70% food waste capture rate with a negligible contamination level (<1%). Importantly, the
effect was still strong 74 weeks later, with a 45% capture rate. Although these studies showed that
the NGO-led approach is effective, it is not always possible to recruit so many volunteers for so many
hours, and for such a long period, and even when they are not paid there are costs involved in training
and organizing them.
For this pragmatic reason, the current study was designed to explore a non-human, cheaper, and
easily scalable alternative intervention that did not require specialists. This was done by considering
the candidate behavioral determinants involved, developing a new intervention and then testing
it experimentally.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Design of the Study
In the successful NGO-led Shanghai program there were several key operational elements for
success identified, obtained by in-depth semi-structured interviews with key informants from the main
actors [16]. Elements included clarification of roles and responsibilities; the usefulness of a “broker”
(here, the NGO) to co-develop new boundaries for stakeholder responsibilities; the serious intention
of the local government to implement the policy; relationships with the local government; and the
use of volunteers to demonstrate and interact on a personal level with residents. Several actors were
involved, but the volunteers were cited as key in most elements. Thus, the volunteer element was
chosen for special study.
In the work reported here, the element of the volunteers was isolated, analyzed and reconfigured
for experimental testing. The use of volunteers to stand next to the recycling bins at peak hours to
remind and encourage residents to recycle, to physically demonstrate how to do it, and to answer
questions, was to be reproduced. Candidate behavioral determinants as proposed in the study by
Xu et al. (2016) [16] are mentioned here, and summarized in Table 1, and then further nominations are
discussed, and used in designing the intervention. The interpersonal interaction of the volunteers with
the residents was seen as key, but more as a moderator to strengthen effects of behavioral determinants.
For example, the residents had already been provided with basic knowledge about the program at
the launch, with leaflets given out, posters and signage. However, being individually told (verbally)
by volunteers seemed to make an extra impact on embedding the knowledge received. Furthermore,
the residents generally responded to “serious” requests from the local government for action, but
many information-based policies were not seen to be serious, and the presence of the volunteers
made that distinction to them. Similarly, the residents had information sources stating it was their
responsibility to get their food waste, separated from residual waste, to the correct bins, as opposed
to having cleaners or machines to separate it. However, having the volunteers reinforce this made
a deeper effect of role clarification. There were several mentions of a respect for the volunteers and
an affiliated feeling of motivation via emotion: a strong emotion although only described as slightly
positive [16].
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Table 1. Likely determinants/moderators of behavior relevant for each proposed experimental group.

Interpersonal tailored *
Social Influence
Emotion
Role clarification
Messenger/authority *
Modeling #
Knowledge #
Prompting #

Volunteer Group
‘‘
‘‘
‘‘
‘‘
‘‘
‘
‘‘
‘

Yellow Bin Group

Control Group

ˆ
ˆ
‘
‘

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
‘

ˆ
ˆ
‘
‘

* These are more likely to be moderators, than determinants, of behavior;
proposed in the original study of the volunteer intervention.

#

ˆ

Determinants not specifically

Referring to the wider literature, social influences include a broad domain of determinants of
behavior change. It has been reported that despite a proliferation of social influence approaches for
behavior change, there is a lack of systematic research regarding the extent of their contribution and the
conditions under which they are most effective [18]. More specifically, most intervention studies do not
link the specific social influence mechanisms to the behavior changes, especially non-lab based ones [9],
and there is a tendency for real-life interventions to contain several behavior change determinants,
without further work to separate out the impacts [12]. These issues are reflected in the complexity
in the NGO-led program, as the volunteers could trigger different types of social influences due to
being local community members, having local social networks, representing the local government and
its message, eliciting human-human respect for their long hours, or being seen as supervisors. Thus,
the design of the alternative intervention in the experimental study would be greatly simplified by
omitting the use of volunteers completely, if possible, and thus removing associated social influences.
Another potentially important candidate determinant in the NGO-led intervention originates
from the volunteers’ modeling—physically demonstrating the act—of emptying bags into the correct
bin. Several researchers have argued that subtle modeling enhances the use of signs and prompts in
increasing pro-environmental behavior [19,20]. Huffman et al. (1995) [21] indicated visual prompts
are less consistently effective in directing behavior than modelers. In social learning the process of
learning through observation of others is well established [22] (as opposed to e.g., verbal instruction),
and a wide range of behaviors have been shown to be increased if artificial “bystanders” are placed so
that they can model the behavior to others, for example to reduce litter in public places [23], and sign a
petition [24]. Although modeling was not flagged as a key aspect of the impact of the volunteers in the
original study we realized its importance from this literature.
The fact that the original volunteers wore brightly colored tabards also indicated the possibility of
them being effective prompts—not only reminders to those arriving at the bins, but even to passers-by
who could see them from a distance. Sussman and Gifford (2013) [25] compared the effectiveness
between modelers and prompts on waste diversion in a student cafeteria. The “modelers” in that case
had some similarities to our volunteers in that they performed the act of the correct segregation of
the waste in front of others. It was found in a 2-by-2 experiment that the effects of the modeling were
much greater than signs alone, and the combination of both did slightly better [25].
Bearing these determinants in mind, and in particular the usefulness of removing complex
social influences and retaining prompting, we designed an “alternative” intervention which involved
covering the recycling bin on three of its sides with a noticeable, bright, colorful and pleasant design
(Figure 1). This was thought to be a possible proxy source for the emotional impact of the volunteers
e.g., through their brightness or style, and so is the subject of this study. If found to be true, it would
meet the requirements for a well-defined, cheap, and easily transferrable action applicable in most
places worldwide: bright bins.
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Figure 1. The “yellow bin” intervention: the recycling (food waste sorting) bin had a cover on three
Figure 1. The “yellow bin” intervention: the recycling (food waste sorting) bin had a cover on three
sides showing large, bright yellow sunflowers.
sides showing large, bright yellow sunflowers.
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2.2. Site Details
2.2. Site Details
The researchers chose to carry out the study in their resident city of Shanghai, for convenience
The researchers chose to carry out the study in their resident city of Shanghai, for convenience and
and because of their access to contextual and recent historical information about related food waste
because of their access to contextual and recent historical information about related food waste sorting
sorting and other programs: food waste pilot programs had been taking place since 2011, sometimes
and other programs: food waste pilot programs had been taking place since 2011, sometimes involving
involving the use of local volunteers [5], but almost all with poor results [1], and alternative
the use of local volunteers [5], but almost all with poor results [1], and alternative approaches were
approaches were being explored [16]. The NGO which we generally worked alongside had been
being explored [16]. The NGO which we generally worked alongside had been allocated a large new
allocated a large new set—thirty—of randomly chosen communities in compounds, in one of the
set—thirty—of randomly chosen communities in compounds, in one of the sixteen districts, so we
sixteen districts, so we decided to select one of those for this project. Designated as Community #30,
decided to select one of those for this project. Designated as Community #30, it was selected because
it was selected because it comprised a large number (23) of similar apartment blocks to choose from
it comprised a large number (23) of similar apartment blocks to choose from to randomly allocate to
to randomly allocate to interventions. The only difference was that some had fewer stories (floors)
interventions. The only difference was that some had fewer stories (floors) than others. Each had its
than others. Each had its own waste station in a convenient area outside the main entrances but fully
own waste station in a convenient area outside the main entrances but fully covered, which meant that
covered, which meant that rain would not affect the disposal patterns and thus collection of valid
rain would not affect the disposal patterns and thus collection of valid data. Of these, 13 buildings
data. Of these, 13 buildings were chosen for baseline measurements, as this was the maximum
were chosen for baseline measurements, as this was the maximum number that the research team
number that the research team could manage for data collection at any given time: the tallest were
chosen to maximize the number of households involved—circa 100 each.
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could manage for data collection at any given time: the tallest were chosen to maximize the number of
households involved—circa 100 each.
Other community characteristics were important in choosing the site. For accurate and valid
objective measurements of the residual waste and segregated food waste, the catchment areas of the
bins would need to be contained (i.e., the waste not being removed or added to before measurement)
and inaccessible to residents from elsewhere. The waste stations should be out of sight of each other,
thus limiting any cross-building influences, yet the bins should be visible from a distance by the
residents of the related building to allow prompting at a distance. The residents should be accessible
for later interviews so that richer, qualitative data on the perceived influences on behaviors could
be explored. It was typical of centrally planned residential communities in Shanghai in that it was
informally gated and walled, and had communal garden areas between the buildings, and parking
areas, manned by site-specific cleaners.
The local level of government, which was the Community Committee for this residential
compound, reported that the residents in each building had similar demographics. However, as
with our general experience in Shanghai, it was not appropriate to be provided with details or to use
questionnaires to obtain them. A baseline measurement was thus taken one week after the program
launch to indicate any variations in behavior due to innate population differences. Buildings were then
randomly allocated to the two interventions and a control group from those with similar baselines.
The interventions were carried out in November 2015.
The first intervention was the use of a volunteer to stand near the bins to model the waste
sorting, to inform residents of the food types applicable, and to be positive and encouraging. It would
reproduce the volunteers element of the NGO-led intervention reported in Xu et al. (2016) [16] as much
as possible, but only one, not two volunteers was able to be resourced, and for only one hour, twice a
day, rather than two. The second intervention was to cover three sides of the food waste bins with
brightly colored, (yellow) sunflower pictures (Figure 1): no volunteers would be present. The control
group had neither volunteers nor bright bin covers: the conditions remained the same before and after
baseline measurements were taken for all buildings.
Two buildings would be randomly allocated to each experiment condition, and measurements
of the food waste sorting behavior would be taken twice. In total, four independent measures of the
result in each condition would thus be available.
2.3. Program Launch
Prior to the program launch the residents were not separating out food waste. Common practice
was that residents fill small bags of waste as it arose in the kitchen, e.g., four-liter size, and to frequently
take them downstairs to the communal bins, which were typically one or two, 220-liter rectangular,
dull orange plastic bins, with open lids. These bins were emptied several times a day by the on-site
“cleaner”, but left un-cleared through the evening and early morning until 7:00 a.m. each morning. It is
common practice for residents to save up their valuable recyclables and sell them to visiting informal
waste collectors for cash and so they are not a significant part of the waste stream in this study.
The food waste separation program was launched to the entire community with the use of several
tables in the central communal garden areas in October 2015. Young volunteers from a local NGO
gave out three-liter kitchen caddies to passing residents, as well as information on the type of waste to
sort, and demonstration of the new (brown) 120-liter bin to represent the new ones to be found at each
buildings’ waste stations. Residents who did not obtain their caddy at this event had them delivered
or dropped off by their block leaders. From that day onwards, 1–2 new 120-liter, deep brown colored,
lidded wheelie bins were available adjacent to the normal, dull orange colored bins used for residual
waste. The wheelie bins were labeled, and informative posters were provided near each bin, indicating
acceptable items. The cleaner was given full information on the upcoming trials, and asked not to
interfere with them.
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2.4. Methods for Evaluation of Behavior
There are various indicators and data collection methods commonly used in the study of waste
and recycling management, and in behavior change. Our work is focused on developing results that are
directly useful and meaningful to government and business practitioners, and so the common practice
of using surveys for self-reported attitudes was not used, as they are known to be both exaggerated and
irregularly related to actual practice [27,28]. Participation rates are often used for households living in
houses, where each house has a recycling container, which can simply be counted [3]. But in this work
the residents from each building used a communal bin—sometimes several times a day—and thus
accurate participation rates were not feasible. Recycling Rates can measure the ratio of kg of recycled
material (contaminated or not) to the kg of total waste, but another indicator which is more useful is the
Capture Rate (CR) [29], (also known as the Diversion Rate, or Source Separation Rate [30]) representing
how much of the total food waste present in ALL bins (recycling or residual) is successfully diverted
from the mixed waste. To calculate that, it is necessary for researchers to collect all of the waste in both
bin types and determine the composition of food waste (FW) and non-food waste (nonFW) in each:
the “Food Waste Capture Rate”, CR FW, can then be calculated:
CR FW “ 100 ˆ FW pin recycling binsq { ptotal FW in all wasteq
where FW denotes food waste (with any contamination removed).
Most indicators can be misleading if there is significant contamination which is not quantified.
For example, if all the waste, completely unsorted, were to be placed in recycling bins, the Capture
Rate (CR) would appear to be excellent at 100% by definition, whereas in fact the recycling would be
useless. It is therefore necessary to use some measure of the contamination levels in detailed studies.
In our case with this is defined as:
Cont.L “ the percentage of nonFW in the recycling bin
“ r100 ˆ (nonFW/(FW ` nonFW))] recycling bins
The general definition, applicable to any specified material type, is also known as the mis-sorting
ratio or purity of recyclables [4,30].
Different city programs have different thresholds of contamination, so it is not possible to develop
a methodological standard from that perspective e.g., to set a reference. A further complication is
that the Cont.L in any situation will vary depending the typical percentage of nonFW present in the
waste generally—which varies e.g., by season and city. For this reason we decided to obtain both CR
and Cont.L, but to then introduce a new indicator, which sensibly combines and communicates the
usefulness of both CR and Cont.L. We denote it the Effective Capture Rate, effCR:
effCR “

CR

where = (proportion of nonFW-Cont.L)/(proportion of nonFW) and where (proportion of nonFW) =
[nonFW/(nonFW + FW)] all bins.
This indicator, effCR, provides a much better indication of the behavior of the residents, because
the higher the contamination levels, the closer to zero it gets. But when the contamination level is low,
the values of effCR and CR will approach each other. The value can be negative when the bin is
heavily contaminated.
Typically in waste management studies a sample of otherwise large amounts of daily or weekly
collected waste is taken, and separated into the classifications of interest. In this case there were just
two categories used: food waste (FW) and non-food waste (nonFW). To be representative it is generally
considered necessary to sample 91 kg of the total waste when classifying for n § 10 categories [31]. In
this study no sampling was carried out: All of the waste was analyzed for each building, collected
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over 24 h. Each building produced more than 91 kg in almost every case. The proportion of nonFW
was calculated across the entire set for each day of measurement.
2.5. Setting Up the Control and Two Trial Approaches
As mentioned above, N = 13 buildings had baseline measurements taken (shown in Table 2).
Normality tests showed these had a normal distribution and ANOVA tests showed that n = 12 had
similar baselines. Two each were randomly allocated to the conditions of Control (C), Yellow Bins (Y),
or Volunteers (V).
Table 2. Baseline measurements of the buildings allocated to the three experimental conditions of
control, yellow bin or volunteer interventions.
Control Group
Building No.
Baseline effCR
SD
p-value a

C1
0.23

C2
0.21
0.01
a

Yellow Bin Group
Y1
0.16

Y2
0.13
0.02
0.12 a

Volunteer Group
V1
0.17

V2
0.22
0.04

Based on ANOVA among three groups (↵ = 0.05).

The food waste bins at buildings Y1 and Y2 were wrapped on three sides with colorful covers
designed for the purpose and publicly available online for purchase for that purpose. In this case a
brightly colored design with large yellow sunflowers was used (see Figure 1). The back side of the
bins was not covered as it is not usually visible. These bins were prominently visible. The bin covers
were regularly checked and replaced if needed, but they were waterproof and oil-proof, so they did
not lose their effect easily.
In the buildings labeled V1 and V2 we arranged for experienced volunteers to take turns to
stand singly in the vicinity of the bins, between 7:30 and 8:30 a.m. and between 6:30 and 7:30 p.m.,
for three consecutive weeks before the measurements were taken. Volunteers were instructed to do
the following, while at all times remaining pleasant and friendly: (a) encourage residents to start
and continue doing the waste sorting; (b) politely demonstrate (model) and explain (verbally) to the
residents how to do the waste sorting if they did not know; (c) help residents to physically do the
sorting if they did it incorrectly; and (d) never blame residents if they were not doing well.
Two buildings labeled C1 and C2 were controls. They had neither decorated, colorful bins, nor
volunteers: only the same new bin types, labels and posters as used in the other buildings, with no
changes before and after the baseline measurements.
2.6. Exploratory Qualitative Data Collection
In addition to the quantitative evaluation data to measure the waste sorting behavior, an
appropriate form of qualitative data collection was designed to provide exploratory information
on the possible behavioral determinants involved. Although in some countries a comprehensive
questionnaire might be suitable to systematically obtain responses from residents on a multitude of
potential determinants, previous experience of the researchers in Shanghai suggested that residents
would not engage properly with that approach but instead give superficial answers, biased for political
and social correctness. It was agreed with indigenous researchers that residents were most likely to
give an unbiased answer if open questions were asked face to face, and in a manner which clearly gave
them freedom to express themselves in their own way, such as referring to ”other residents” instead of
themselves personally, in some questions. General open questions were thus used for this purpose,
in a semi-structured interview. However, experience also showed that residents did not typically
pre-consider determinants to their behavior to the extent common in many other countries, and thus a
list of candidate answers was provided after each open question, as prompts for more specific answers.
The questions are listed in the results section.
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3. Results
The weights of the food waste and non-food waste found in each of recycling and residual waste
are given in Table 3 below, for the baseline measurements taken on the fifth day after the launch and
for the two measurements on the 31st and 32nd days. The interventions started on the eightth day.
Table 3. Baseline and two daily Measurements (kg) of food waste FW and non-food waste nonFW in
recycling (Rec) and residual (Res) waste bins for three experimental conditions of Control, Volunteers
and Yellow bins.
Control Group
Building Label:

Yellow Bin Group

Volunteer Group

C1

C2

Y1

Y2

V1

V2

FW in Rec bins (kg) *#
FW in Res bins (kg) *
nonFW in Rec bins(kg) *
nonFW in Res bins(kg) *
CR
Cont.L #
effCR
Proportion of nonFW = 0.42
Measurement 1 (Day 31)

19.02
60.20
0.20
42.38
0.24
0.01
0.23

19.58
69.32
0.56
49.88
0.22
0.20
0.21

11.18
47.10
0.92
24.94
0.19
0.08
0.16

14.68
67.84
1.92
70.16
0.18
0.12
0.13

10.00
47.94
0.12
40.78
0.17
0.01
0.17

12.54
17.92
3.02
33.28
0.41
0.19
0.22

FW in Rec bins (kg) *#
FW in Res bins (kg) *
nonFW in Rec bins(kg) *
nonFW in Res bins(kg) *
CR
Cont.L #
effCR
Proportion of nonFW = 0.50
Measurement 2 (Day 32)

30.58
44.46
5.12
62.72
0.41
0.14
0.29

18.34
29.16
21.44
37.26
0.39
0.54
´0.03

34.18
31.54
3.64
68.16
0.52
0.10
0.42

19.22
38.04
3.22
83.12
0.34
0.14
0.24

24.18
24.08
4.24
34.68
0.50
0.15
0.35

12.14
17.28
0.40
32.56
0.41
0.03
0.39

FW in Rec bins (kg) *#
FW in Res bins (kg) *
nonFW in Rec bins(kg) *
nonFW in Res bins(kg) *
CR
Cont.L #
effCR
Proportion of nonFW = 0.51

13.34
30.40
14.98
58.34
0.39
0.53
´0.01

20.74
40.44
19.10
27.56
0.34
0.48
0.02

19.16
40.14
2.48
46.80
0.43
0.11
0.34

13.92
24.92
1.38
41.46
0.35
0.09
0.29

21.78
22.84
2.66
22.84
0.49
0.11
0.38

10.86
17.78
2.26
48.10
0.38
0.17
0.25

Baseline (Day 5)

* For reference, all have propagated errors for measurement of § 0.1 kg; # Almost all bags of contamination
contained unsorted, versus sorted waste.

The results in Table 3 show that the control buildings had high contamination levels (48%) in
three of the four post-intervention measurements. Since the general proportion of non-food waste
was only 50% and 51% respectively, this suggested that no sorting was taking place, as reflected in the
near-zero values of the Effective Capture Rate. To clarify whether the contamination could be sorted
waste that had been left in the bags and then misplaced into the incorrect bin, a note was made of the
heterogeneity of those bags. The findings were that virtually all contained unsorted waste. Thus, the
deposited waste in the control building appeared to generally not be sorted.
The experimental groups had consistently low contamination levels Cont.L § 19%, and Effective
Capture Rate values which were consistently high at 23%–42%. Table 4 shows that the results from the
two experimental groups were statistically different from the control group, but not from each other:
the Tukey Test is used to make pairwise comparisons between means after the analysis of variance has
been completed.
The exploratory interviews gave exploratory information about candidate determinants for the
behavior (shown in Table 5). Of the eight residents interviewed from the volunteer buildings only
two mentioned the volunteers, both stating that they considered the main job of the volunteer to be
instructing residents in how to do the sorting. For instance, the volunteer shows them which bin is for
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which waste, what kind of waste belongs to the food waste category, and modeled the emptying of
the food waste into the bin from the bag used to transport it. The other interviewees did not notice
the volunteers. This low proportion of 2/8 = 25% is not surprising in that the volunteers were only
present for two hours each day, and thus would have not been seen by residents who deposited their
waste at other times. Although eight residents are not representative of the group (n = 200) if that low
proportion is even roughly indicative of the number currently influenced by the volunteers to give the
rather good result of an Effective Capture Rate of 34%, then the potential for even greater achievement
with more exposure to volunteers seems possible.
Table 4. A summary of the Effective Capture Rates (effCR) across the three experimental conditions.
Control Group
Building No.
C1
Measurement 1
0.29
Measurement 2
´0.01
Mean
0.07
SD
0.15
p-value with respect to Control Group *
p-value with respect to Volunteer Group *

Yellow Bin Group

C2
´0.03
0.02

Y1
0.42
0.34

0.32
0.08
0.018
0.950

Volunteer Group

Y2
0.24
0.29

V1
0.35
0.38

0.34
0.06
0.011

V2
0.39
0.25

* (↵ = 0.05), Tukey test.

Table 5. The number of responses to the multiple choice part of the questionnaire (each being asked
following an open ended question first) for each of the three experimental conditions.
Control Group
n = 11

Yellow Bin
Group n = 9

Volunteer Group
n=8

Do you know about
the program?

YES
NO

9
2

9
0

8
0

Have you started
waste sorting?

YES
NO

4
5

7
2

7
1

4

5

4

If yes, what are your
reasons to start doing
waste sorting

the launch told me
it was now possible
good to environment
a new kitchen caddie
response to government’s call
the neighbours are doing it
other family members doing it

3
4
2
0
0

3
3
1
0
1

0
4
1
1
0

If yes, what kind of
things can remind
residents to do the
waste sorting?

clear signage
brightly-coloured bins
kitchen caddie
volunteer’s shifting
neighbours

0
0
2
0
0

0
4
0
0
0

0
0
1
2
1

What kind of reasons
may hinder residents
from doing the waste
sorting?

it is troublesome
don’t trust government
limited propaganda
unclear bin categories
they can’t get used to it
neighbours don’t do the sorting

2
1
1
4
1
2

2
1
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
0
0
0

One of the volunteers was also interviewed. He said that some residents commented on his efforts
(using the Chinese expression, “xinku”, which is considered an emotional reaction), some indicated
regret at not sorting better, and some later began to sort. He commented that in many instances he was
able to, in an appropriately positive manner, physically assist residents to sort their waste if they had
difficulty doing it correctly. He further commented that there were residents who were impatient and
not interested in the waste sorting.
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Four of the nine interviewees from the yellow bins buildings noticed the bright yellow bin for
food waste. They said it was very obvious that this bin was for the food waste. One resident said she
got to know about the waste sorting program because of the yellow food waste bin (knowledge).
The nine interviewees from the control buildings reported that their bins for different categories
were confusing. They felt that the local community committee was not very responsible for the program,
and indicated that they did not believe the program would be successful or make any difference.
Most of interviewees in all buildings mentioned that they initially started to do the sorting because
of the activities on the launch day, or because of the distributed kitchen caddy. Most residents did not
indicate a deep environmental awareness—something that the researchers have experienced generally
in studies in Shanghai and which is the subject of a separate study, in progress. Some of them only
know the waste sorting is “good for the environment”, i.e., using a particular government slogan.
Many did not even mention the environment, but only that, “The government requires us to do the
waste sorting, so it should be a good thing.”
The extra cost of the yellow bins intervention was small, at 28 US dollars (Table 6). The extra
cost of the volunteer intervention was 231 US dollars. In view of the good results achieved, it seems
reasonable to recommend that the yellow bins intervention represents excellent value for money and
could be used more widely.
Table 6. Extra resources required for each of the two interventions (for 200 households in two buildings).
Yellow Bins
Choosing style of covers
Installing covers
Cost of covers ˆ 2
TOTAL cost

2 hours * = 100 RMB
1 hour ** = 20 RMB
60 RMB
180 RMB (28 USD)

Volunteers
Recruit and training of volunteers
Expense of volunteers, 24 days
Hot drinks, snack
TOTAL cost

6 hours ** = 300 RMB
2 ˆ 24 = 48 hours * = 960 RMB
10 ˆ 24 = 240 RMB
1500 RMB (231 USD)

*Specialist person at 50 RMB/h; **non-specialist person at 20 RMB/h.

4. Discussion
This study set out to design an effective and scalable food waste sorting program element to
replace a more costly one previously found to be key to success in a recently reported program [16].
This was done by considering the potential behavioral determinants that could be associated with
that key element—the use of volunteers to stand beside bins to interact with residents—and thence to
design an alternative operational intervention that could be tested alongside it in an experimental set
up. In this way, we hoped, as a secondary aim, to also provide exploratory findings about impacts
of related determinants in a real world context for use by behavior change researchers and thus to
contribute in the long term towards better bridging between theory and practice.
The findings show that the alternative intervention of using covers on the recycling bins, which
are bright yellow displays of sunflowers produced good results, with low contamination rates and
good capture rates of the targeted food waste. The results are statistically similar to those obtained
for the volunteer intervention. As the cost of the yellow bin covers and their application is very
low and their implementation simple to achieve, this indicates that, operationally in terms of waste
management, it would be very worthwhile to make use of this intervention.
As shown in Table 1, the yellow bin intervention is thought to differ by not involving determinants
of social influences or modeling, nor interpersonal or tailored moderators. Its main determinants were
thought to be prompting and emotion, with a possible contribution to knowledge. The interviews
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support this, with four of the nine specifying the prompting effect, and none of them being unclear
about bin categories unlike the control group. One person volunteered that her “knowledge” about
the program came from noticing the colorful bin. The possibility of emotional triggering was only
indicated by nuances in comments: future studies might need to design a different approach for
its measure.
The findings do not obviously suggest a strong prompting effect of the volunteers, as only two
of the eight interviewed specified it. Although this initial result seems low compared to the number
prompted by the yellow bins, the latter were visible all day whereas the volunteers were only present
one hour per day. Concerning levels of knowledge, no one indicated uncertainty of waste categories
as a hindrance, unlike the control group, which might suggest the volunteers might have influenced
knowledge levels. Of the two interviewees who mentioned the volunteer, neither implied an emotional
engagement: a larger number of interviews or more in-depth ones might be needed to determine that
in future work. A related topic more developed in human-computer-interaction (HCI)literature is the
use of technology to “open space” to raise awareness and break habits [32]; there may be links between
the effects of our yellow bins and technology which issues reminder, and this could be an area for
further consideration.
The consistently high number of references of interviewees to the kitchen caddy deserves further
careful attention. As none of the residents were observed to be actually using them, (consistent with
studies in five other communities), it would be worthwhile to find ways of determining if their impact
was due to being “silent reminders” in the kitchen (even if unused), or because of being viewed as
“gifts”, or as artifacts which embedded the seriousness of the intention of the authorities to implement
this particular policy.
In this study the control groups had very similar conditions to the 5000 communities in the pilot
government implementation of the policy: that strategy emphasis was on information provision,
kitchen caddies and new, brown communal recycling bins. The results were also similar: no discernible
food waste sorting was found to be taking place [17]. The results of our control group are thus entirely
consistent with the results of that wider study.
Beyond the main aim of this work—to design an effective scalable program—it is worthwhile to
reflect on several related variables and complexities to consider as discussed in the literature, and we
discuss them here.
Both interventions involved prompting, but the volunteers also modeled to residents. Modeling
is known to be more consistent in effectiveness compared signs [21], and visual prompts [33]. A
combination of modelers and signs has been shown to work well in three small-scale studies [34–36].
Our findings of similar Effective Capture Rates with both interventions might seem inconsistent with
those other studies, but then we have to remember that our volunteers did not overlap hugely with
residents, as they were only present two hours a day. The observation of modeled behavior is also
well established in social learning as an effective way to learn [21] and in fact the observation of two
modelers interacting has been found to be even more effective than one [35,36]. Thus, the apparently
small change from two to one volunteer may have been an important one. We suggest that future
studies take these points into account carefully.
The use of pleasant visual prompts has been suggested as successful because it promotes a
positive emotional state [26], and the bin covers used may have done that to some extent. In the field
of waste management a surprising result was found by McDonald and Oates (2003) [37]: that the
appearance of the bins (especially the “terrible color”) was given as one of the main reasons for not
participating in recycling scheme. They thus suggested that bins should be conceptually redesigned.
Volkswagen (2009) [38] recently initiated the “Fun Theory” program, to advocate the concept that “fun”
was a simple way to change people’s behavior towards sustainable living. Bins painted to resemble
cows—“moo bins”—took the place of normal large garbage bins to promote a sense of fun, with the
intention to thus make a difference in waste recycling. “Funology” has been also developed in more
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academic areas [39] in terms of playful design, but there is no clear link with associated systems of
knowledge in psychology or behavior change.
Another psychological and operational factor that is mentioned occasionally but not systematically
reported, is personal interaction. When the volunteers were present they acted as interactive sources
of information, tailored to the needs of each individual. Some studies have used “tailored information”
as a category of its own [9], suggesting it makes “information” more salient and thus more deeply
embedded. However, our volunteers can also be considered to differently influence determinants
of behavior change because they involve personal, one-to-one and face-to-face interaction with
residents. This factor is often overlooked as a key aspect in intervention studies: an example is
in reports of “tailored” approaches of information or feedback in energy reduction studies where it
is emphasized as a variation of a type of information rather than personal interaction. Abrahamse
and Steg (2013) [18] indicated that face-to-face interaction can make social influence more powerful
compared to an information and feedback approach. Delmas et al. (2013) [40] also suggested
that information provided personally is more effective than information delivered through media.
A study of student accommodation found that commitments obtained through personal contact
resulted in higher recycling rates than commitments through indirect contact or the provision of
information [41,42]. We suggest that future studies try to separate out the two.
Ideally measurements should be taken for longer periods in order to understand the extent to
which the different approaches help embed new and lasting behavior. Although this would have
been useful in principle, we note here that the calls in many papers for more durability (or longevity)
studies are often unrealistic, as in non-laboratory, real-life studies there are always many parameters
which can cause variations and decreases in recycling rates which are not often mentioned, such as
labels getting dirty, bins looking unclean, and turnover of residents which often run at 30% per year. It
is unlikely that any studies of durability would be valid without taking such factors into account.
In summary, we have tried to link elements of successful interventions with candidate
determinants, especially in the vocabulary of (psychology based) behavior change researchers (instead
of, e.g., waste management researchers). However, we would note here that this is an onerous task on
the context of so many determinants used variously in the literature, not only lacking a generalized
uniting or linking theory but actually multiplied by variations in definition when affiliated to constructs
of specific theories. We note that a framework such as that developed and well used in public health
by Michie (2005) [43] would be useful: it reduced 125 constructs from 37 theories into 12–14 domains
of determinants which were more relatable to practice. By considering the determinants involved in a
recently reported rare successful program, a scalable and cheaper alternative was developed.
5. Conclusions
This study built on that of Xu et al. (2016) [16] by adapting a proposed key element of a
known successful intervention for experimental testing, against an alternative intervention which was
simultaneously designed to be useful pragmatically in the field and in using a less complex mix of
determinants. The design approach made use of the concepts of domains of determinants used by
behavior change researchers.
The two interventions were the use of bright yellow bin covers, and the use of volunteer advisers
standing beside normal bins. The results showed that both produced good results, with effective
capture rates of 32% and 44% respectively.
These results are statistically different to those from the control group (effective capture rate of 7%),
but not from each other. The new alternative intervention using bright bin covers had a very low
additional cost to the control method, did not require specialist staff, and could easily be implemented
by typical waste management operators. It is thus recommended that it be considered for general,
large-scale use.
The volunteer intervention is more expensive and requires specialist trainers but we note that in
this study the overlap time with residents did not produce a saturation effect, and thus the resulting
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waste sorting behavior could potentially be higher. Use of volunteers for more hours per day might
increase results significantly. Due to a limitation in this work of only a small number of residents
being interviewed, this issue would be better explored with a specially designed study focusing on
post-intervention interviews e.g., for psychological factor exploration.
Candidate determinants of the waste sorting behavior were identified for further specific studies.
For the yellow bin intervention they are prompts, emotion and knowledge, and for the volunteer
intervention they are additionally social influence, modeling, role clarification, and moderators of
messenger type and interpersonal or tailored messaging.
This work shows that a multiple-step approach to bridge behavior change theory-based systems
of knowledge with pragmatic, operationally-based waste management knowledge can be effective.
However, we suggest it would be improved with a bridging framework such as that used by
Michie et al. (2005) [43] to ensure that no important domains of determinants are missed.
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